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Remote Control and Loss Prevention Security Cables

These cables keep small devices and electronic equipment where they belong,

protecting you from problems caused by lost and stolen components.

The coiled security cables are 1/16" steel, vinyl-coated to 1/8" thick,  

in various lengths listed below.  You can attach any of the tabs and ends

to each end of the cable, depending on how you need to secure your property.

To specify your cable you add one cable tab or end to the cable size, then add the other cable tab or end. 

  You can use any of the tabs or ends on both ends of the cable.

The price is the cable price plus the price of the two tabs or ends.

A 5 ft coiled cable with a small tab on one end and a loop on the other end is part # TCC5LP @ $4.50

Coiled Cables - 1/16" cable black nylon coated to 1/8" are available in the following lengths:

CC2 COILED CABLE 2-FT $2.50 2" COILED working range is just over 2 ft

CC5 COILED CABLE 5-FT $3.50 4" COILED working range is just over 5 ft

CC10 COILED CABLE 10-FT $5.50 6" COILED working range is just over 8 ft

CC20 COILED CABLE 20-FT $11.50 13" COILED working range is just over 18 ft

Straight XC Cables - can be any length @ $.60/foot.  A 10 foot cable would be XC10 @$6.00

XC2 STRAIGHT CABLE 2-FT $1.20 1/16" cable clear nylon coated to 3/32"

XC3 STRAIGHT CABLE 3-FT $1.80 1/16" cable clear nylon coated to 3/32"

XC4 STRAIGHT CABLE 4-FT $2.40 1/16" cable clear nylon coated to 3/32"

Be sure to order 1 GT2 glue for each 50 T or MS cable ends, or for each 25 BS plates

GT2 Superglue $3.00

Tabs and Ends Cost Sizes Notes

T TAB - small $0.50 1/2" x 1/2" requires 1 GT2 superglue per 50 tabs

LP LOOP $0.50 2" loop completed loop

L LOOP-UNFINISHED $0.50 2" loop you crimp the sleeve to close the loop

SO SCREW EYE $1.00 1/4" x 1/2" One-way security screw included

SP SCREW EYE $1.00 1/4" x 1/2" Phillips head screw included

MA MEDIUM ADHESIVE TAB $1.50 3/4" x 1" press-on aluminum tab

MS MEDIUM SUPERGLUE TAB $1.00 3/4" x 1" requires 1 GT2 superglue per 50 tabs

BA LARGE ADHESIVE TAB $3.00 1" x 2" press-on aluminum tab

BS LARGE SUPERGLUE TAB $2.50 1" x 2" requires 1 GT2 superglue per 25 tabs

Please note: Press-on self-adhesive tabs can be removed using a special process

      while superglue tabs are not designed to be removable.

1/2" x 1/2"      3/4" x 1" 1" x 2" 

Small      Medium Large

Tab      Tab Tab

Size          Size Size

      If you need something you don't see here, just give us a call

We're glad to help you figure out a solution to your security problem.


